
 

EUROLITE ML-64 PRO GKV Multi Lens Spot bk
With glass reflector

Art. No.: 41600105
GTIN: 4026397343076

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397343076

Weight: 5,05 kg

Length: 0.28 m

Width: 0.28 m

Heigth: 0.44 m

Description:

A bit better than the rest!
The curtain rises and the play is about to begin. Ever since the ancient Greeks theater in all its
forms has fascinated people around the world. And it still does. To perfectly stage your play,
you need not only a good stage direction, but an ideal illumination as well. The right atmosphere
has to be created, so that the audience is riveted. For this purpose we can warmly recommend
our EUROLITE ML-64 Pro. Because this professional theater spot knows how to please. Most
outstanding feature, besides its 4 exchangeable lenses (VNSP, NSP, MFL and WFL), is its
reflector. Whereas many other spots use metal, the ML-64 relies on glass. The glass is
responsible for a slightly higher light efficiency. And concerning heat accumulation, glass once 
more has the advantage over metal. That is because metal reflects the heat, glass however,
allows it to pass through and thus deflects it better. As a consequence of that, the life
expectancy of the illuminant is much longer of course.

Features:

- Spot with 4 exchangeable lenses (VNSP, NSP, MFL and WFL)
- Glass reflector instead of metal
- Light output of a conventional PAR 64 spot with less power consumption 
- High-quality die-cast housing for highest stability
- With color-filter frame
- With high-quality glass reflector
- Optional barndoors
- For extremely powerful GKV 240V/600W lamp
- Ideal for theatres, large stages and mobile use
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Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 600 W

Lamp type: Halogen lamp

Beam angle (1/2 peak): NSP 20° x 36°

 MFL 21° x 36°

 WFL 30° x 53°

 VNSP 15° x 36°

Housing color: Black

Dimensions: Width: 28 cm

 Depth: 30 cm

 Height: 30 cm

Weight: 4,40 kg

Beam angle VNSP/NSP/MFL/WFL: 15/20/21x36/30x53°

Dimensions: 300 x 280 x 300 mm

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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